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Good Health

IT’S ALL IN
THE MIND

Research conducted at an orgasm lab
in New York in April this year has shown
that women can actually think themselves through to a successful orgasm.
Dr Barry Komisaruk, the scientist who
led the study says: “We have proved that
some women are able to ‘think off ’ —
have an orgasm through thought alone.
When they do, their brain activity looks
similar to how it does when they touch
themselves.” So this means a woman can
climax hand-free. While this might
sound a bit far fetched, it is true. “For a
long time, scientists thought it was a
myth, but thanks to the high strength
scanners, we’ve seen they are experiencing real orgasms, through the power of
the mind alone,” adds Dr Barry.

mother’s fault.
Many women never attain an
orgasm during intercourse, and
some also cannot have them
through masturbation. Some of
this may be down to external
factors like culture, psychology
and upbringing, but research
shows that the genetic factor is
significant. A study of the
female orgasm done in 2005
attributes almost 45 per cent of
the variation in a women’s
ability to have orgasms to
genetics!
Researchers
at
London’s St Thomas’ Hospital
studied 4,000 women, half of
whom were identical and half of
whom
were
non-identical
twins. The orgasm frequency
was higher for the identical
female twins than the non-identical female twins, which
researchers felt suggested there
must
be
some
genetic
component.
Closer home, Dr Arora isn’t
surprised by these findings.
“Genes play an essential role in
almost everything in life. If your
looks, behaviour and attitude
can be traced back to your parents and sometimes even your
grandparents, then why should
sexual behaviour be an exception?” he asks.
Pinpointing exactly which
genes are involved in orgasm is
a complete mystery though.
This knowledge would however
potentially pave the way
for therapies to help women
orgasm. Genes have different
functions in different contexts.
“Orgasm genes” may be related
to your reproduction system,
nervous
system,
limbic
(emotional) system, endocrine
(hormonal) system, or all of
the above, interacting with
one another and the environment in a complex way. It is
possible that their influence is
physical — causing variations
in the G-spot, or psychological
—
altering
arousal,
the
study said.

FANTASY ALL THE WAY

SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION

Men are definitely not
going to be happy about
this. A recent research
has shown that women
can actually think
themselves into a
successful orgasm, and
another suggests it
could be hereditary
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F ALL YOU men out there
think that it is only your
magical power between the
sheets that can give your
lady a high-charged orgasm,
we are sorry to burst that
bubble. Recent research says ‘no
thank you’; she can reach the
peak of sexual pleasure even
without your help.

ILLUSTRATION ARYA PRAHARAJ

The four pairs of nerves that trigger
orgasm are in the clitoris, vulva, vagina,
cervix and uterus. When they are stimulated, signals travel up to the sex centre
of the brain, where chemicals are
released. Only when a key chemical —
dopamine — is released into the deep
front region of the brain do women experience sexual pleasure. Other signals
then travel down the spinal cord and out
through the nerves — cue heavy breathing, flushing skin and a racing heart
beat. At the same time the hormone oxytocin gushes down through the bloodstream heading south to stimulate the
uterus to contract. While you sink into
that throbbing spurt of action, there’s
your orgasm.
Sexologists here in India are not surprised by the finding that a woman can
climax without any manual stimulus.
“Referred to as a virtual orgasm, it is
possible for women to reach this height
of their sexual pleasure just by fantasising without any aid,” says
sexual health expert, Dr Col
that a woman can fantasise herV K Wadia. Why orgasms proself to an orgasm. But
duce pleasure still needs to
what would happen to all the
be researched, say experts.
men if women stop needing
But who cares? As long as
them for sex?” asks a worried Dr
they do, we women folk are
Deepak Arora, Chandigarh
happy! The reason why it is
based sexologist. The multiso difficult to study the
orgasmic tendency of women
female orgasm in depth is
also gives them this edge over
“because the answers lie in
men. The fact is that women
the brain, not genitals,” combeat men hollow when it comes
ments Dr Barry.
to their capacity for sexual
While this research finding
pleasure, admit sexologists. “A
serves an immense purpose
woman can have about four to
in the understanding of sex,
six or sometimes even eight
it has raised concern in the
orgasms in a single session. The
medical fraternity. “It is true
female physiology is such,”

explains Dr Deepak Jumani,
Mumbai based sexologist, sex
therapist, educator and counsellor.
After having an orgasm, men
take about 45 — 60 minutes
before they can have another.
But women can lap up a couple
of these blissful sensations.
“Often men fall short of
appeasing their women because
once they have had an orgasm
they drop dead not realising
that the woman is in the mood
for more. One orgasm hasn’t
satiated her enough,” adds Dr
Jumani.

Balancing those
Watching the idiot box
multiple ankle sprains can alter the way you eat
Recent research
suggests that the
best way to avoid
multiple
ankle
sprains is to do
balancing exercises. Stand on one
leg. Try not to
wobble. Hold for a
minute. Repeat.
This is the essence
of balance training,
a supremely lowtech but increasingly well-documented
approach to deal with unstable ankles. When
ligaments are damaged their neuro-receptors
get damaged too. The brain no longer receives
reliable signals about how ankle and foot are
positioned in relation to the ground. Balancing
exercises can return the joint and its neuroreceptor function to normal.

You’re not only more likely to snack while
watching TV, but it also increases food intake
even after the screen has gone dark, say scientists. In a study at the university of Birmingham,
UK, researchers found that those who eat
lunch with the TV on have significantly more
cookies later. Watching TV while eating is also
linked to a less vivid memory of the lunch leading scientists to speculate that extra snacking
may be “an effect of
television watching on
encoding of the memory of the meal.” In
short, if you remember
“Koffee with Karan”
better than your sandwich, you may be more
likely to snack later.

GRANNY’S LEGACY
A WOMAN'S genetic make-up
also accounts for at least a third
of her ability to climax during
sex, say researchers. Keep this
in mind when your hunk is trying to please you (it’s been over
an hour now) and you’ve tried
every Kamasutra position in
anticipation of that climax.
Before you begin wondering
whether something’s wrong
with either his technique or
your response, hold on. Don’t
blame yourself for this fiasco. It
is probably just your grand-

THE SEX centre has welldefined portions which control
sexual desire, excitation, time
taken to orgasm, gratification of
sex and enjoyment of orgasm.
Any disorder in this region can
deprive a woman of orgasmic
pleasure, and is commonly
referred to as female sexual
disorder.
This can manifest in different
situations. Some may feel a
healthy sexual desire and enjoyment but still not achieve an
orgasm, whereas others are
multi-orgasmic. There are
women who attain an orgasm
with manual stimulation but not
through vaginal sex. Whatever
the case, it can be treated with
drugs and sex therapies. “The
primary reasons why a woman
can’t orgasm are a lack of
blood circulation in the vagina
because of which she isn’t
able to feel any sensation and
dryness of the vagina which
makes intercourse painful.
Sometimes a partner’s performance is also to blame,” says
Dr Arora.
Other reasons for such a dysfunction could be attributed to
hormonal disturbances, weak
pelvic
muscles,
negative
thoughts about one’s sexuality,
spinal cord defects, radiation
exposure, any major surgery on
genitals and psychiatric disorders like depression.
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